
Updated protocols and guidelines have been issued by Georgia Department of Public Health. This document
is intended to communicate to our Summer Camp guests what they can expect from our staff in the areas of

food service, housekeeping, and programming. It also includes recommendations for our campers and
volunteers based on those GDPH guidelines. *THESE PROTOCOLS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.*

We look forward to serving you at Woodland and trust that you will have an 'experience beyond
expectations!'

What you can expect from Woodland:

2021 Summer Camp Protocols

Woodland is required to provide additional onsite signage
with necessary COVID-19 protocols.
Cabin group sizes have been reduced.
All Woodland Staff will have daily temperature checks before
their shift and will adhere to enhanced hand washing
protocols. Employees who are not fully vaccinated will
wear a face covering when social distancing isn't
possible. All staff will wear a face covering while serving
meals. Any employee showing symptoms of COVID-19 will
be sent home immediately.
Hand sanitizer will be provided in all meeting rooms and
dining facilities. 
All facilities will be thoroughly sanitized prior to your
arrival.
Restrooms will be cleaned daily with enhanced sanitizing on
high contact surfaces.
High use activity equipment will be sanitized in between
groups. Some low elements will be closed at this time.
All activities will be scheduled in order to ensure that groups
do not overlap and that equipment can be properly sanitized.
Due to reduced camp capacity, smaller groups will be hosted
in the Swimming Pool, meeting/dining rooms, and Gym.
For elementary camps, one volunteer will provide
silverware and serve condiments/salad bar to all
campers. For MS/HS camps, one volunteer from each
cohort/cabin will pick up their group's silverware. For all
ages, drinks will be pre-filled for campers. (We will
provide serving gloves for volunteers in the dining room.) 
During this time, we will be offering fewer options on the
salad bar. Serving utensils will be replaced in between
groups. Guests must adhere to social distancing while in line. 
Guests will be welcomed by table for seconds and will
receive a new plate. At the conclusion of meals, guests
will place their dirty dishware in the bins provided for
each table. One volunteer/adult will return the bin to the
dishwashing window.
Tables will be spaced farther apart; high contact surfaces
and tables will be sanitized in between dining groups. Guests
will enter and exit from separate doors in the Dining Room. 
All programs will conclude at 11:30AM with camper pick up.
Typical 'closing program' media will be posted online for
parents.

For the safety of our guests & staff:
Health screening will be emailed to parents/guardians
prior to onsite arrival. Bring completed paperwork with
you for an expedited check-in process.
All campers and volunteers will be pre-screened and
have temperatures taken immediately upon arrival.
Guests may not enter if they have a fever (100.4 or higher)
or have had symptoms of, or exposure to, COVID-19 in the
last 10 days. 
Staff/volunteers and campers will be checked daily. Anyone
who starts exhibiting symptoms or has a fever while
onsite must immediately quarantine and leave the
property as soon as possible. Post-exposure quarantine
protocol* will be followed. (refer to pg. 2)*
At onsite check-in, only one parent per camper is
allowed inside the cabin. (Guests who are not fully
vaccinated should wear a mask indoors; parents should
leave promptly after their camper has checked-in.) If
campers are transported as a group, temperatures should
be taken prior to leaving the church.
In order to mitigate the spread of COVID-19, we will keep
campers and volunteers together in the same 'small
group cohort' (those staying in the same cabin and activity
groups) throughout their time onsite.
We will encourage physical distancing between small
group cohorts, especially when indoors. Seating will be
spaced further apart in meeting/dining areas. Campers
should sit with their small group cohorts.
Consider having your camper wear a mask when social
distancing isn't possible indoors. 
All guests should wash their hands or use hand sanitizer
frequently and will be required to do so before eating.
Campers/staff should also sanitize after activities.
Guests should bring water bottles for use at the water
coolers during activities. (Water fountains have been
turned off.) 
Groups should only use their designated recreation areas at
their scheduled times (basketball, volleyball, Gaga Ball). 
It's imperative for campers/volunteers to precisely arrive at
their scheduled activity/meal time to avoid group overlap. 
Visitors are highly discouraged. All guests should remain
onsite. 
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As detailed in Gov. Kemp's Executive Order dated April 30, 2021, the following procedures should be
followed when an individual is exposed to COVID-19.

*Post-Exposure Quarantine Protocol
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